The Zenith Gold Mining Company which operates the Regan mine in Mormon Basin, 10 miles south of Durkee, Oregon, is planning to operate its milling plant till snow falls. During the winter the lower tunnel will be opened. Four men are employed. Roy Chadwell of Durkee is agent for the company.
Roy and Raleigh Chadwell, milling ore from the upper levels of the Regan mine on Pedro mountain are opening the lower tunnel.

Chadwell Brothers have started up their mill at the Reagon mine on Pedro Mountain near the Mormon Basin district. According to Roy Chadwell, ore is blocked to run until winter. The lower tunnel will be developed.

Chadwell Brothers are starting operations at the Regan mine on Pedro Mountain near Mormon Basin.
Production Begun At Mormon Basin

After a six-month period of development, the New Paymaster mine in Mormon basin began production Sunday on a small scale, mining ore made available through a 140-foot raise that contacted several thousand tons of high-grade ore in an immediate shoot.

Raleigh Chadwell, who has been in charge of the work, indicated the raise, which followed the driving of 100 feet of new drift, opened $300 ore on a three-foot vein. The work will now proceed in drifting on the main level to give at least 100 feet of depth on the rich shoot from which they are now mining and milling.

The mill being used is a five-ton stamp and amalgamation plant. It may be put on a three-shift basis and may also be improved to care for sulphides encountered in addition to the free gold.

R. G. Bennett of Pendleton and N. D. Bard of Stanfield are the new owners of the property.